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By SARAH JONES

While most brands concentrate their efforts on Brazil’s  coastal cities, consumers residing
in the country’s interior are projected to contribute more than 45 percent of the growth
through 2020, according to a new report by Boston Consulting Group.

“Capturing Retail Growth in Brazil’s  Rising Interior” explains that Brazilian consumers in
general are tightening their spending compared with the past 15 years, but inland
consumers go against the trend, and are anticipated to account for $60 billion in new
purchases over the next five years. While sporadic demand within the population may not
justify a wide retail presence, brands can use other strategies to reach these consumers.

“Because inland populations are less dense, consumer demand is more fragmented,”
said Olavo Cunha, a BCG partner and an author of the report. “As a result, companies have
a more difficult time reaching the minimum thresholds needed to warrant the modern
retail presence of branded stores seen in urban coastal areas.”
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As its economy plateaus, Brazil has decreased its spending on luxury goods, trading for
necessities, according to research from Boston Consulting Group.

Brazil was once considered one of the prime emerging markets for luxury brands to
focus on, with a decade of economic stability that resulted in more consumer purchasing.
These changing consumer spending habits call for a retooled strategy for luxury brands
(see story).

Part of the changing strategy can be to look beyond the most populous cities. However,
many retailers are not poised to take advantage of the opportunities present due to their
current focus on only a few metropolitan areas.

Fendi boutique in São Paulo

Brazil’s  interior comes with its own set of challenges, and it can be difficult to enter the
region in a cost-effective manner.

Distribution is more expensive and due to a fragmented customer base, bricks-and-mortar
stores may not reach the sales quota required to be built. There may also be difficulties
finding talent with the right skills and education to work as store personnel, and brands
might have a learning curve in understanding interior consumer behavior, since it differs
from that of the coastal population.

To combat the lack of demand density, BCG suggests mapping out clusters of cities near
to each other, since consumers are more willing to travel to shop, for some goods up to 20
miles. Also, cities such as Ribeirão Preto act as commercial center for neighboring towns,
so placing a store there can reach more consumers than just the cities’ residents.

Retailers can also assess what the competition is within a cluster to help them decide if
needs are already being met.
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To convince consumers to travel, a retailer can make their store more of a destination
with food courts or play areas.

Brands can tailor their store size to the potential market, creating smaller spaces
accordingly or set up a space in an existing store with an established presence in the
market.

If a traditional store cannot be supported, brands may fare better with a pop-up or virtual
point of sale, but consumers who have little experience in online shopping may be more
familiar with physical outlets.

While shopping may not take place online at this time, the Internet is used to conduct
research prior to making a purchase, making a multichannel approach effective. Retailers
can use online channels to drive consumers in-store with loyalty programs, discounts and
content.

Brazil ranks fifth globally in number of Internet users, with more than half of the
population connected. Mobile phone Internet usage is growing, with 3G and 4G networks
outnumbering 2G connections.

To save on logistics, a retailer can partner with an existing third-party who has operations
already in the region. Other solutions are to create more space for stock, allowing for less
frequent deliveries, or supplementing in-store options with online merchandise.

Guerlain built a strategic partnership with Sephora to distribute in Brazil
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Brazil ranks 14th in availability of individuals qualified for jobs such as managers and
engineers.

One option is to establish franchise owners, who will have a stake in the company’s
success. Others develop extensive training programs or send skilled employees in one
area of the country to another where there is a talent drought.

Retailers can also team with a university to solve the lack of skilled individuals.

Talent pool
Luxury brands struggle to find and recruit the top talent for positions across their
companies, according to another study from Boston Consulting Group.

Having the right employees can have a measured impact on a brand’s profits and
economic growth, especially in executive and leading creative roles. Because of this
luxury brands may need to rethink their existing recruiting strategy to locate the personnel
necessary (see story).

“Although most major retailers have yet to target Brazil’s  interior cities, other companies
are already winning market share and customer loyalty—companies like Havan and
Eletrozema," said Rim Abida, a BCG principal and an author of the report. "These five
strategies can help companies make the leap to Brazil’s  interior—and do so profitably."
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